EXPLORE THE FOOD LIFE CYCLE:
From raw materials and processing

to final waste management

Food Life Cycle: All food follows a pathway from agricultural production (input),
cooking (processing), to eventual consumption or waste disposal (output).
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Planting
is the
starting point of the food life cycle.
Growing herbs in your own home is
a very enjoyable and rewarding
process. It is a great way start to
home gardening!
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Starting a herb garden at home can seem like a
daunting task, but it can actually be accomplished
pretty easily. They can be grown from a seed, or from
a young plant! All you need to get started is a
container to house your plants, gardening soil, sand,
stones, water, and sunlight.
Herbs grow abundantly with minimal attention. Once they are in their
container, simply place them somehwere they will get sunlight, such as a
windowsill, and make sure they get water 2-3 times a week!

Step #1: Choosing the Herbs

Basil (Full Sun)
Rosemary
(Full Sun)
Parsley (Full
Sun)
Cilantro (Full
Sun)
Step #2: Setting Up For Success
First, find a container to store your herbs!
Choose something that will hold its shape and
not get soggy, such as a mason jar or
tupperware container.

Water the herbs every few days, and feed them
with fertilizer every couple weeks! It's a good
idea to water them only when the whole layer of
soil is dry. If there's a wet area of soil, the roots
will grow further down in order to reach that
moisture. This is an important part of growing a
strong root system for the plants! If you see your
soil becoming too soggy, carefully drain excess
water.

After finding a container to house your fresh herbs,
it's important to set them up for success. Since the
herbs will be growing in a closed container, it's
necessary to have some kind of drainage system.
Pour sand into the container until it's a 1/2 inch to
an inch thick. On top of the sand, place some
small/medium sized pebbles. Then, fill the rest of
the container with potting soil (NOT gardening soil)
and plant your seeds. This setup allows excess
water to separate from the soil so the roots do not
drown.

Next, it's time to find the perfect spot to put them!
The most important factor in growing any plant is the
environment. Identify a sunny area, such as a
windowsill, to place your containers. Herbs do well
with direct sunlight, so try to get them plenty of it!

Step #3: Harvesting
After 4-6 weeks of care, the herbs will develop strong root systems and begin to
flourish! You want to allow the plant to grow at least 4 inches tall before taking
any of the leaves. To harvest your herbs, simply use a clean pair of scissors to
snip off the top 1/3 of the plant. Be careful and make sure you do not harvest
more than 1/3 of the plant at a time. This ensures that it grows back quickly and
strongly!
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